The Evacuation Game – How to play
You will need:
Your suitcase
Items of clothing
Dice
Your penny
Blast or past cards
Status Cards

Worksheets 11, 12 and 13 contain the items
you need to play the game. Photocopy and
cut out as many as you need for the number
of players. The players can draw other items
from the list if they want to and will need to
write their name on their own penny

The aim of the game
You need to get from home to the train station in order to evacuate from
Sunderland. The first player to get to the station receives 6 points; the second
player gets 5 points and so on with the last players receiving just one point. Extra
points are gained by collecting pieces of clothing and additional items collected
and put into your suitcase along the way. Each item of clothing is worth 1 point.
You should keep in mind that you may be the first one to the station by using the
shortcuts but you may not be the winner if another player collects more items for
their suitcase.
How to play
1. Everyone places their penny on the home space.
2. Everyone secretly choose a Status Card, which they place facedown in their
suitcase (this card indicates the points the card will give you).
3. Everyone throws the dice, the player with the highest number goes first and
play continues in a clockwise direction, with players moving their penny
along the route, the amount of moves corresponding to the number thrown
on the dice.
4. If you land on a Sunderland bomb damage picture pick up a Blast or Past
card and follow the instructions. These cards help you move past a bomb
site or you may have to go back to a safe house.
5. As you pass round the board you must stop at each of the houses, there
you will collect an item for your suitcase. Each time you land on the house
you collect an item, even if you have landed there before.
6. If a player lands on a big explosion, you lose everything in your suitcase,
you must return home and chose a new status card.
What if …
1. “I am told to move forward or backward two spaces” – You still pick up the
relevant items/cards and move as directed.
2. “Someone finishes” – The other players keep going you can still win the
game even if you are not the first to the station.
3. “I lose my entire suitcase” – You also lose your status card – add your
starting status card back to the pack, shuffle and pick again.

The game is based on ideas developed by pupils from The Stadium of Light GOAL project
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The Evacuation Game - suitcase and clothes

fold

vest

shirt/blouse

sandwiches

underwear

pullover/cardigan

toothbrush
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trousers/petticoat

socks/stockings

hankies

plimsolls

barley sugar

apple
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The Evacuation Game - dice and status cards
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Status Cards - cut these out

fold

You have in your suitcase:

You have in your suitcase:

Gas mask and Idenity card
toothbrush
2 hankies
Coat or cardigan
TOTAL
= 4 points

Gas mask and Idenity card
plimsolls
2 vests
TOTAL

You have in your suitcase:

You have in your suitcase:

Gas mask and Idenity card
shirt/blouse
sandwiches
TOTAL
= 2 points

Gas mask and Idenity card
apple

You have in your suitcase:

You have in your suitcase:

Gas mask and Idenity card

Gas mask and Idenity card

draw your own

TOTAL

facecloth/soap

TOTAL

= 0 points

TOTAL

wellington boots,
boots or shoes

comb
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= 3 points

= 1 point

= 0 points

nuts, raisins or
dry buscuits
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The Evacuation Game – Blast or Past cards

Your neighbour gives you a
spare vest to take with you,
go to the blue house to
collect it.

You are given a
blouse/shirt; go to the green
house to collect it.

Your trousers/petticoat
have been patched collect
them from the purple
house.

You are given a spare pair
of socks/stockings from
your grandmother go to the
red house to collect them.

Your uncle has bought a
hanky for you to take,
collect it from the yellow
house.

You find a short cut, move
directly to the station (Do
not stop to pick up any
items)

You lose your entire
suitcase go back home and
start your journey again
with a new status card.

There has been a bomb in
Fawcett Street go back two
spaces.

A friend helps you to pack,
move on two spaces.

Air raid! Go BACK to the
nearest coloured house.

A friend gives you some
sandwiches for your
journey, add them to your
suitcase.

A friend gives you some
nuts & raisins, add them to
your suitcase.

A friend gives you
some dry biscuits, add
them to your suitcase.

A friend gives you
some barley sugars add
them to your suitcase.

You get an apple
from the local grocers
add it to your suitcase.
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